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Christmas Vespers
Usher In Holiday
By Glenn Philippon
The annual Christmas Vespers, sponsored jointly by the Music
Department and the Assembly Committee, will be held Sunday at
4:00 p.m. in the Memorial Gymnasium. Three groups and four-
teen students will have solo parts in the program.
with the solo by John Burr, and The
Shepherd's Story by Clarence Dicken-
son with solos by Albert Packard,
tenor, John Burr, baritone, Charlotte
Webster, soprano.
The Brass Quintet, composed of
trumpeters Les Nedeau. Don Piper,
Al Elwell with Walt Fullerton and
John Burr on trombones, and Eula
Morris at the Organ will prelude the
program with Bach's In duke Minh).
This will be followed by the antiphon
sung by the Glee Club in the foyer;
Praise Ye The Lord from Saint-Saens
-Christmas Oratorio."
The Glee Club will then enter the
gym to the traditional processional,
Adeste Fidelis.
Gloria in Excelsis Deo from Pales-
rina's "Missa Iste Confessor" will be
performed by the University Singers.
This is the hymn purported to have
been sung as the announcement of
the birth of Christ to the Shepherds
on the plains of Bethlehem.
Lector, William Anderson will de-
liver the Prophecy and the Christmas
Story.
Anthem Carols, directed by Lewis
H. Niven, will follow, including The
Shepherd's Carol by William Billings,
A Spotless Rose by Herbert Howells
Five folk-carols follow with While
by my sheep of Austrian origin, which
utilizes an echo quartet, a negro
carol, Glory To That New-born King
by a male quintet. an Old English
carol, I saw three ships a-sailing in, a
Serbian Crib Carol and a French secu-
lar carol, Pat-a-pan.
The University Orchestra, under
the direction of Robert Groth, will
perform Franz Liszt's Drei Heiligen
Konigen (The three Holy Kings)
from the Oratorio. They will then
play The Shepherds' Farewell to the
Holy Family by Berlioz followed by
Weihnachts Historic by Shuts, espe-
cially arranged for this performance
by Lewis Niven.
Gruber's Silent Night will be the
traditional Response and Handel's
Joy To The World is the Recessional.
88 Girls Pledge Sororities
Eighty-eight freshmen and transfer
o-eds were pledged to sororities last
week after three weeks of rushing
before Thanksgiving vacation. The
pledges are:
Alpha Chi Omega: Eileen Ander-
son, Judith Anderson, Sylvia Ander-
son, Mary Hilton, Gail Monroe,
Penelope Raeside, Judith Steadman,
Barbara Sullivan. Margaret Swallow.
and June Webster.
Alpha Omicron Pi: Shirley Gil-
more. Patricia Haggerty, Katharine
Kenney, Elizabeth McNeary. Susan
Merrill Josephine Riedel!, Barbara
Smith. and Patricia Smith.
Chi Omega: Elizabeth Ames. In-
erid Bain, Nancy Bliss, Ann Bosland,
Betsey Bunker, Kay Fraser, Martha
Haskell, Patricia Hebert. Elinor Laing,
Jeanne Lankau, Marjorie Munroe,
Nancy Nichols, Phyllis Stewart. Helen
Trask, and Mary Tripp. Transfer
students include: Mrs. Pricilla Foot-
man and Mary Gentile.
Delta Delta Delta: Mary Brown,
Gertrude Chambers, Almira Cram,
Miriam Eldridge, Sally Gibson, Diane
Ingalls, Deborak Lufkin, Martha Pal-
mer, Sally Robinson, Linda Thomas,
Kendra Wakefield. and Mary Wood-
ward. Transfer student: Janice Lan-
caster.
Delta Zeta: Deanna Collar, Sally
Hanson, Carol Laity, Carol Lovejoy,
Linda MacDonald, Jane MacDonough,
Glennys McIntire, Constance Nli-
(Continued on Page Twelve)
Alice Lane is shown in the picture above as she examines some
of the sculpture which is on display at Carnegie as part of the
special Christmas exhibition. For other signs of the Christmas
spirit on campus, see page eight. (Photo by Banning)
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The new skating rink which has just been put into use promises to be a popular spot on campus dur-ing the next few months. Among the first to enjoy this recently completed rink are Charles Travis
shown above as he helps Orono student, Carol Small, with her skates. Karen Struchtemeyer looks on.
(Photo by Pearson)
Touring Play Is Fine Comedy
Send-Off Party
Planned For Group
The cast of Petticoat Fever will be
honored Sunday evening from 8 to
9:30 o'clock at a Bon Voyage recep-
tion in the Main Lounge of the Me-
morial Union.
The United Service Organization
and the University of Maine will be
the hosts, and all friends and well-
wishers are invited to attend the
affair.
Annual Union
Party Featured
Tuesday Night
I he annual Christmas Party spon-
sored by the Memorial Union for
the University faculty, staff, students.
and their families will be held at 7
p.m. Tuesday in the Main Lounge.
Plans have been completed by the
Special Events Committee of the
Union under the direction of Kath-
erine van Leer and Norma Harmon.
A varied program will be presented
with something of interest for all
ages. The younger set will be enter-
tained by cartoons, and a puppet show
given by Mrs. Donald Taverner.
Ron Hurd will act as master of
ceremonies and the following pro-
gram will be presented: carol singing
with David Robinson at the organ.
skit by Alpha Omicron Pi sorority,
tambourine act by the Delta Zetas'.
piano and saxophone duet by Donna
Tilton and Shirley Jones of Balentine
Hall. singing and dancing by the well-
known Chi-O-Tees, skit by Ron Hurd.
and a presentation of modern dancing
under the direction of Miss Eileen
Cassidy.
Following the program. Santa Calm.
Ronald Burnham, will distribute gifts
to all, assisted by Gail Mallett. Nancy
Morse. David Clement, anl John
Patrision. Refreshments will be served
(Continued on Page Twelve)
By Hal Maguire, Jr.
Campus Theater Critic
The Europe-bound cast of Petticoat Fever, opening its four-day
run in the Little Theatre last night, left its audience satisfied that this
group will do a good job in representing American youth abroad.
Some of the audience were disap-
pointed to find that the heralded songs
with student-written lyrics were miss-
ing from the play. This deficiency
has been explained by Herschel L.
Bricker, director of the play and of
the Maine Masque, as being due to
the pressures of time and details in
working out not only the play but
also the necessary plans for the forth-
coming tour. Professor Bricker states
that the songs and lyrics will be in-
cluded in the play as it is presented
en tour. The lyrics have been written
by Byron Avery and are being put
to music by John Burr.
While Petticoat Fever, as a play.
does not make much of a demand on
the histrionic talents of the cast, it
is entertaining.
Torrey Sylvester and Sylvia
Curran rate as audience fanor-
Res in their portra,a1 of an altar-
bound English couple who run
into unforeseen difficulties. Tor-
rey plays Sir James Fenton to
a "T." Sylvia, the most polished
member of the cast, is a scene-
stealer in her every appearance
on stage.
Beautiful Suzanne Dunn causes
many a ripple of admiration in the
audience as she stages a shrewdly-
determined fight to hang onto her
man, Dascom Dinsmore, ably played
by Byron Avery. The action of the
play moves continuously around Dins-
more's attempts to win the love of Sir
James' fiancee and change sweethearts
before the pastor makes his pro-
nouncement.
John Burr gets completely out
of himself and into the charac-
ter of the Rev. Arthur Shopham.
lie God-blesses-his-soul through-
out the play as his confusion
mounts as the play approaches
its climax. Burr's action is most
effective.
Bill Hanson. as the head-nodding
Eskimo. Kimo. is hilarious as he di-
rects the activities of three giggling
Eskimo girls from the Reverend's
mission. Carole Allen. Beatrice Rey-
nolds. and Laurel Hoyt. the girls in
(Continued on Page Twelve)
IFC Stiffens Rushing Rule
Freshman men will need a 1.8 point
average for the fall semester in order
to be rushed by fraternities, according
to a new ruling by the Interfraternity
Council.
The former minimum point average
was 1.5. Another scholastic change
involves men who do not make 1.8
during the fall semester. They may
be rushed at midsemester of the spring
semester if they have a 1.8 accumula-
tive. Previously a straight 1.8 based
on spring midsemester marks was re-
quired.
IFC president Donald Cookson said
that the council has been concerned
about the relatively low marks of
fraternity pledges in recent years.
"I he council wishes to place a higher
premium on scholarship." he said.
Many houses now have individual
point average requirements, ranging
from 1.8 to 2.0. he said.
Rushing will begin Thursday. Feb-
ruary 5 and end Sunday. February IS.
A meeting with freshmen interested
in rushing will he held with IFC mem-
bers prior to finals in January. At
that time, freshmen will register for
rushing. A complete list of rushee%
who sign tip at this meeting w ill be
distributed to the 17 fraternities.
No contact at meals, parties. smok-
ers is permitted prior to the official
rushing period. Freshmen may be de-
ferred from rushing for one year if
they violate this IFC rule.
Up front in Winston is
FILTER-BLEND
that's why
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U-M Junior Designs Sets
With eleven Maine Masque productions behind him. junior
Alan Chapman is eagerly working day and night on his twelfth play
at the University, Petti6oat Fever •
Al, 26 years old and hailing from Got Golden Apple
Bangor. spent two years at the Uni- Al is one of the few members of
versify and four years in the Air
Force between his sophomore and
junior year. While in the service, he
was director of the Holloman Air
Force Base Players in New Mexico.
He directed, acted and did scenery
for many of the shows, taught a
course and was technical adviser at
one of the high schools there.
Works Summer Stock
Starting his own active career in
high school. Al has been kept busy
with one show after another ever
since. He is, at present. scene design-
er and technical director of Petticoat
Fever and is co-technical director of
the Maine Masque Executive Council.
He has spent summers working on
summer stock at the Camden Hills
Theatre and has worked under Arch
Lauterer. one of the top set designers
in the world.
Among other feats, he has done
ad layouts for the yellow pages of the
telephone book and did scenery for
the "Fall Parade of Fashions" in co-
operation with the Bangor Daily
Ne
the Maine Masque who has been
awarded the Golden Apple award. He
received the award for his outstanding
work on the rear projection slides
used as background for Richard Ill.
This, one of the more time consum-
ing jobs, had to be done by painting
over twenty canvases, then photo-
graphing them. Twenty slides were
used in the final showing.
The job of technical director en-
tails work throughout the weeks be-
fore the actual presentation and on
through the actual night showings. Al
has to begin his job by reading the
play to be presented and interpreting
it as he sees it. From there, he talks
with the director of the show. Herschel
Bricker, and gets his interpretation
of the play. Sketching and building
model sets is an important job since
it has to express the mood and feel-
ing of the show. Then Al and the di-
rector work out the mechanical as-
pects and set the scenes. After this is
oakayed. the physical and the techni-
cal work begins. This involves order-
ing the materials, putting everything
EDWARD B. DUNNE
Your Maine Campus Agent
Representing
MASSACHUSETTS MUTUAL
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS
Organized 1851
together, checking all particulars, and
getting the set ready to go.
Says Masque Good
Al has a definite feeling for the
Maine Masque Theatre and says that
-the Maine Masque is definitely pro-
fessional quality. People don't appre-
ciate what is offered here on their own
campus, just as many people don't
appreciate their own home towns.
The Masque being chosen to tour
Europe proves that it is regarded very
highly outside the Univesity and that
Bricker himself is very well recog-
nized nationally. The Maine Masque
is probably as good a college group to
rate in the upper 10% of all college
theatrical groups."
Wants Help
At different times, there are from
five to fifty people working under Al
on all phases of the backstage prepa-
ration and he is always interested in
getting new people to join in and
work.
When he graduates trom the Uni-
versity, he hopes to go into scene de-
signing in New York professionally,
work with a Community Theatre
Group or in Educational Theatre.
River Ice Unsafe
For Skating As Yet
The Stillwater River is unsafe for
skating, according to Harry Watson,
member of the University's safety
committee.
Watson noted that there is still open
water and thin ice on the river, but
that both young children and students
had been noticed skating or walking
on the ice. He asked that students
set an example for the younger chil-
dren by skating only on the rink and
avoiding the still unsafe river ice.
Alan Chapman pauses for a moment before beginning to paint
the scenery to be used in the Maine Masque's production of Petticoat
Fever. (Photo by Banning)
Federal Positions Offered
College seniors will have an op-
portunity to apply for Federal scienti-
fic research positions, the Civil Ser-
vice Commission announced this week.
Eleven top government research
laboratories located in and around
Washington, D. C.. are among the
Federal agencies seeking college sen-
iors and graduate students.
A nation-wide, written civil service
examination will be given in February
at more than 1000 examination cen-
ters across the nation. Deans of col-
lege departments and college place-
ment offices throughout the country
have been supplied with detailed in-
formation about the examination.
Complete information and applica-
tion forms are available in the office
of the placement director, Philip
Brockway, East Annex.
is to beat-but without the
you miss the whole idea of
A is to smoke-but without flavor
you miss the whole idea of smoking.
When it comes to flavor...
N. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.. WINSTON•SALIN, N. C.
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Pug, Thrtso
Canadian Miss
Is Happy Here
By Glenn Philippon
Petite, blonde and blue-
eyed, often mistaken for a reg-
ular student, that is Faye Som.
ere, assistant housemother at
Balentine Hall.
A junior in Education, she has al-
ready had several years of teaching
experience in Home Economics. In
fact, she first taught as a substitute
before having any formal training in
Education.
After having this bit of experiencein teaching, she found that she liked
it well enough to continue. She then
went to New Brunswick Teachers Col-
lege and got her certificate in Home
Economics and taught Home Ec and
Beauty Culture in St. John Vocational
School. Having had professional
beauty culture training, Faye was well
prepared for her position.
In the beauty field, Faye had
opportunity to see a dream come
true. As Canadian representative
for the John II. Breck Inc., she
travelled across Canada. She was
particularly impressed by Vic-
toria, B. C., with its Old English
atmosphere. She also especially
liked Vancouver and Ottawa.
A girl of many talents and interests.
Faye has had vocal training and be-
longs to the choir of St. Andrew's
Kirk in St. John. While in teachers
college, she organized a trio which
appeared at school functions. She
has made numerous appearances
around St. John, specializing in semi-
classical numbers.
Two years ago, Faye attended sum-
mer school here and had the oppor-
tunity to tour some of the eastern
states. At the same time, she decided
to attend the University for a full
year towards her degree in Education.
So she is not exactly a stranger to
the campus.
Of course, living in the dorm-
itory as house mother requires
some adjusting but it is good
work and she "loves it." As Faye
puts it, she is "here to help the
girls" and help she does in a hun-
dred little ways that keep the
dormitory life running smoothly.
Having attended teachers college
and summer school, taught and
worked, she was familiar with a great
deal of college life. One thing that
especially intrigued her, however, was
the preparation for football games.
There were no games at New Bruns-
wick Teachers College, consequently,
she had never attended a rally or
football season jam session.
She is here this year on leave of
absence from St. John Vocational
School and expects to continue work
for her degree as she has in the past
through summer schools.
give cigarettes for
CHRISTMAS
gift cartons of
KENT
CIGARETTES
regular
king size
crush-proof box
Faye Somers. (Photo by Cole)
To Compete For Scholarships .
U.M.P. students are competing in on equal terms to U.M.P. studentsthe same scholarship program as are
the University of Maine students.
The application period for the school
year 1959-1960 will be from De-
cember 8 to January 27.
The scholarships will be awarded
and University of Maine students
from the $80,000 scholarship fund by
the University scholarship committee.
Any interested student should con-
tact John Jaques, Assistant Dean,
U.M.P.
i,11/10:44
72 COLUMBIA ST BANGOR, MI:
BERNAT AND BOTANY YARNS
FREE KNITTING INSTRUCTIONS
TUDOR SQUARE SKIRTS
GLASCO LAMBSWOOL SWEATERS
LADY HATHAWAY SHIRTS
PHONE BANGOR 2-8040
Job facts from Du Pon t
YOUR INTERESTS, SPECIAL ABILITIES
ARE IMPORTANT WHEN DU PONT
MAKES YOUR FIRST JOB ASSIGNMENT
BENEFIT PROGRAM
MEANS ADDED INCOME
by A. F. Hartford, Jr.
Du Pont personnel representative
Don't forget the "extras" of an em-
ployee benefit program when you com-
pare the job offers and salaries of
different companies. At DuPont. these
extras mean added income that doesn't
always meet the eye. They include
life insurance, group hospitalization
and surgical coverage, accident and
health insurance, pension plan and
paid vacation.
In addition. the Company sponsors
a thrift plan. After two years of serv-
ice, for every dollar you invest in
1-. S. Savings Bonds the Company sets
aside 25 cents for the purchase of
common stock in your name. Roughly.
60.000 of our employees are now par-
ticipating in this plan.
If you have specific questions on
Du Pont benefits, just send them to
me. I'll be happy to try to answer
them. E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.
Inc.1, Room 12421 Nemours Build-
ing, Wilmington 98, Delaware.
PERSONALIZED TRAINING
RELATES TO POLICY OF
PROMOTION FROM WITHIN
Where do your interests lie? What
courses have you taken? What are
your special abilities? Du Pont tries
to match these factors with available
openings to determine your first as-
signment within the Company.
Once the assignment is made. the
Company helps you apply your knowl-
edge to a problem right away. You
learn by doing and by consulting with
your supervisor and others working
on various phases of the same project.
Your performance on the job is
evaluated periodically to assist you in
knowing where you stand in the eyes
of your management. And, as y ou
might guess, Du Pont's personalized
training is closely related to its pro-
motion policv . Practically all promo-
tional opportunities are filled by ad-
vancement from within the Company.
It is especially important for the
college student to know that manage-
ment authority at DuPont is decentral-
ized through many departments into
small groups—small enough so that
the new man's capabilities can be
recognized. This type of organiza-
tion. plus the Company's steady
growth. produces man 5 ppilrtlinities.
SEND FOR INFORMATION BOOKLET
Booklets about the kinds ot technical
jobs at Du Pont are our for the ask-
ing. Subjects include: mechanical, civil.
metallurgical. chemical. electrical, in.
and industrial engineer-
ing: technical sales. business adminis-
tration_ research and des elopment. For
a copy of one of these booklets write to
DuPont. 12421 Nemours Building,
Wilmington 98, Delaware.
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
MOVIE AVAILABLE
FOR A.S.M.E. MEETINGS
Just what does a mechanical engineer
do at Du Pont? Whether your chosen
field is research, development, design.
production supervision or plant engi-
neering, you'll find many of the
answers to this question in the inform-
ative film. Mechanical Engineering
at Du Pont.
From start to finish, this film has
been prepared with the young engi-
neer in mind. Its express purpose is
to show him where he fits into the pic-
ture— what kind of assignments he
vy ill be called upon to handle in the
chemical industry.
This is a realistic on-the-job film.
ithout frills and falderal. No pro-
fessional actors appear in it. All pho-
tography was done right in Du Pont
plants and laboratories, and every-
one you will see in it is a working
DuPont engineer.
If you would like to learn in con-
siderable detail what mechanical engi-
neers do in the chemical industry.
arrange to see this DuPont film.
Mechanical Engineering at Du Pont
is available at no cost for .1.S.M.E.
chapter meetings. fraternitv house
and dormitory showings. V, rite to
Room 12421 Nemours Building. E. I.
du Pont de Nemours & Co. One.),
Wilmington 98. Delaw are.
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By Glenn Philippon
Well, what did I tell you? Things did liven up a little what
with House Parties last week-end and this.
In order of appearance on Frater-
nity Row: Phi Gamma Delta held its
Fall House Party to the music of Nat
Diamond. Mike Stickwell provided
the music for Phi Mu Delta's semi-
formal House Party. l'hi Kap had
its annual Arabian Nights party Fri-
day night with music by Dale Whit-
ney. Saturday Phi Kaps attended an
outing at the Snow Bowl. Kappa
Sigma held a semi-formal Friday
night with music by Randy Hender-
son.
Phi Eta Kappas staged their an-
nual Indian Party Friday night. Les
Nedeau's band played for this affair.
Frank Kilbourne and his band played
for SAE's Fall House Party. Linda
Anderson was crowned SAE Sweet-
heart. Lloyd Raffnell played for
TKE's Formal House Party at
Pilot's Grill.
Sunday afternoon, So. Estabrooke
held an "At Home," an annual
Christmas tradition at the dorm.
History and Government majors
held a Christmas Party Monday af-
ternoon in the Union. Professors and
students enjoyed refreshments and
student skits.
Tuesday, Tri Delts held their War
Orphan Sale.
their War Orphan Sale.
Wednesday marks the first day of
the Maine Masque's four day run
of Petticoat Fever.
Again this week-end, we have more
fun and frolic with House Parties.
For example, Alpha Gamma Rhos
are having their Fall House Party
Friday night with music by Dale
Whitney. Saturday, they are having a
Splash Party at the Bangor Y.M.C.A.
Sunday afternoon at 4 p.m. is the
traditional and impressive Christmas
Vespers in the Memorial Gym.
Tuesday night is the Union Christ-
mas Party and Wednesday, we go
home.
Merry Christmas!
PINNED: Judy Pride to Gerry
deGrandpre, Phi Gamma Delta;
Elizabeth Ann Duce to Fred Lib-
erty, TKE; Betty Barker, Belfast.
to Earl Morrison, Alpha Gamma
Rho.
Roller Skating Held
In Women's Gym
By Beatrice Reynolds
Special Announcements:
Roller skating will start Saturday.
10:00 a.m. in the women's gym.
The Official's Club had a basketball
demonstration, December 10, on the
rule changes, fouls, and violations.
A round-robin which followed the
demonstration will count as one bas-
ketball practice. All practices must
be in before Christmas vacation. The
dormitory and class tournament will
begin after vacation.
Newman Club will give a Christ-
mas Party for the children of
St. Michael's Orphanage of Ban-
gor this Saturday. The program
will include games, singing, and
refreshments. Santa Claus will
make hie annual visit to the club
to distribute gifts to the children.
Paso oar THE MAINE CAMPUS Orono, Maine, December 11, 1938
Poetry Hour Features Ives
1 uesdo , the Poetry Hour will have
Edward D. Ives reading the Christ-
mas Dinner Scene, from Portrait of
the Artist, by lames Joyce. It is being
held at 4 p.m. in the Women's
Lounge.
The weekly meeting of the Chess
Club is Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. Tour-
nament playing in bridge is at 6:30
p.m. Thursday and instruction at 7
p.m.
The winner of the freshman table
tennis 'tournament was Alan Tre-
worgy. Dean Armstrong won thc
pocket billiards tournament.
Winners of last week's bridge tour-
nament were: first, Frank Wooton
playing with Robert Hall. and Mr.
and Mrs. Basil Farah; second, Sylvia
Gadaire playing with Jackie Perrey,
and Mike McCready playing with
David Hile.
Maine Day was initiated 20 years
ago by Dr. Arthur A. Hauck, former
U. of M. president.
Library Changes Hours
During Christmas Break
Because of repair work and paint-
ing, the Reserved Book Room, the
Education Reading Room and the
Science-Technology Room of the Li-
brary will be closed for the Christmas
Holidays. ,
The remainder of the library will
be open Dec. 17 through Jan. 4, from
8 a.m.-4 p.m.. Monday through Fri-
day. It will be closed Dec. 24 at noon
and reopen Dec. 29 at 8 a.m. It is
also dined Saturdays, Sundays
House Parties Liven Up
Campus Before Vacation
CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS
Unmatched Engineering Facilities for Devel-
oping Advanced Flight Propulsion Systems
Operations at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft are essen-
tially those of an engineering and development
organization. As such, an engineering atmosphere
dominates the work being done, much of which
directly involves laboratory experimentation.
In the past three decades, expansion at Pratt
& Whitney Aircraft has been almost tenfold. In
recent years, greatest emphasis has been on extend-
ing engineering facilities to meet the needs of ad-
vanced research and development programs in flight
propulsion.
Among the Connecticut P & W A facilities are
many that are unequaled in the industry. Thus
today, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft is better prepared
than ever to continue development of the world's
best aircraft powerplants . . . to probe the propulsion
future . . . to build and test greatly advanced pro-
pulsion systems for coming generations of flight vehi-
cles — in whatever form they take.
The Connecticut Aircraft Nuclear Engine Laboratory, oper-
ated by Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, is situated on a 1.200-acre
tract near Middletown. The Laboratory was specially built
for the development of nuclear flight propulsion systems.
The Willgoos Turbine Engine Test Facility is the
world's most extensive privately owned turbine
development laboratory. Designed and built spe-
cifically to test full-scale experimental engines and
components in environments simulating conditions
at extreme altitudes and speeds, it is currently
undergoing expansions that will greatly increase
its capacity for development testing of the most
advanced forms of air breathing systems.
In chambers like this at the Willgoos Turbine
Engine Test Facility full-scale engines may be
tested in environments which simulate conditions
from sea level to 100,000 feet. Mach 3 conditions
car also he simulated here.
Pr'
In the new Fuel Systems Laboratory engineers
can minutely analyze the effects of extreme en-
vironmental conditions on components of fuel
systems — conditions such as those encountered
in advanced types of flight vehicles operating at
high Mach numbers and high altitudes. Fuel for
these tests can be supplied at any temperature
from —65°F to +500°F.
PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
Division of United Aircraft Corporation
CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS — East Hartford
FLORIDA RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER — United, Florida
For further information regarding an engineering career at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, consult your college placement officer
or write to Mr. R. P. Azinger, Engineering Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford 8, Connecticut.
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Congressional Internship Offered
The University of Maine is
again offering one or two students
the chance to participate in its
Maine Congressional Internship
Program, which is sponsored by
the Department of History and
Government in cooperation with
the Maine Congressional delega-
tion.
The program, being offered for
the second time, is designed to
give a Maine student an under-
standing of the legislative process
and the role of the legislator.
Application blanks can be ob-
tained from the Dean of the Col-
lege of Arts & Sciences, 100
Stevens Hall and must be returned
to the same room by 5 p.m. Jan.
29, 1959. Oral interviews, if
they are deemed necessary, will be
held in January. Announcement
of the award will be made on or
about Jan. 20.
Qualifications for applicants
are: junior standing, a Maine
resident and the willingness to
abide by internship requirements.
SHOP FREESE'S
MAINE'S LARGEST
DEPT. STORE
GIFTS: FOR THE ENTIRE
FAMILY
SHOP ALL 6 BIG GIFT
PACKED FLOORS . . .
HUNDREDS OF NAME
BRAND ITEMS
MEN'S WEAR — WOMEN'S WEAR
SHOES — CHILDREN'S WEAR
HOUSEHOLD — TOYS — ETC.
Positions with Potential
ENGINEERS • CHEMISTS • PHYSICISTS
Ceramic • Chemical
Electrical • Industrial • Mechanical
Metallurgical
National Carbon Company, America's foremost manu-
facturer of carbon and graphite electrodes and anodes,
impervious graphite, brushes for motors and generators,
dry cells and flashlights, arc carbons and a wide variety
of other industrial products, offers positions to qualified
B.S. and M.S. graduates in the fields listed above.
Positions are available at National Carbon Company's
16 plants, located in the following states: Iowa, New
York, North Carolina, Ohio, Tennessee, West Virginia
and Vermont, and throughout the country in our sales
organization.
Interesting, rewarding careers in research, process
and product development, production and methods engi-
neering, product and process control, machine develop-
ment, plant engineering and sales. A National Carbon
representative will be on campus —
Dec. 15
NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY
Division of Union Carbide Corporation
P11_1011.DI ATIONAL
CASSON ANS
GRAPHITE PlIODUCTS
EvEREADy PRESTORE
BRAND
TUADff MARKS
"SINS LIVES'
BATTERIES
ANTI-FU/ 
KARBATE
BAND
IMPERVIOUS SRAPNETE
PIRO The
lmerkaRGirl
Klondike Boot
Cold Weather Comfort in Popular
Grey, Black or Beige.
10.95
6zos 4 Lo
AA to 11 Widths
This is the fashion that the co-eds want -- for cold weather comfort
-- you'll like these American Girl Boots. Get you today while sizes
are complete! Other Warm Boots iFt1.99 to t 1
STANDARD
Will Be Happy To
Cash Your Cheeks.
Be Sure To Have
Your I.D. Card.
gtaltdaul, koe finte
MAINE'S LARGEST SHOE STORE
48-52 Main St. 'langur
Your Exclusive Arrow Dealer In Old Town
A. J. GOLDSMITH
50 years of service to U. of M. students
va•
Prom
-perfect...
or for
any date
..74?....‘,' • "
It's ( asy to see why Arrow White
Shirts are the most popular on
campus. Authentic in every style
detail, they're the best-fitting
shirts in circulation today.
Our exclusive Mitogae-tailoring
makes them that way from collar
to cuff to waist. "Sanforized" fab-
rics keep their fit and the wildest
bop won't pop their anchored but -
tons. $4.00 up.
Cluett, Pelbody & Co., Inc.
first in fashion
-
FOR ARROW SHIRTS IN BANGOR
THE ARROW POINTS TOiaft !bids a
 '4
17S •131 E,xcisionqe Sheol • 5aiscrar
5.V
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Editorial
- Merry Christmas To All
The staff of The Maine Campus would like to ex-
tend to its readers and all members of the University
of Maine community its wishes for a very merry Christ-
mas and a pleasant vacation.
We would, at the same time, like to remind those
who will be driving home that the roads are at their
worst this time of year. Exercise caution and use good
judgement but have a good time, too. We'll see you in
a few weeks — Merry Christmas!
S. s-30
WHO 5A1D HE WONT 0.4ANGE: A GRAGS?- I GOT HIM
IZA166 1H15 PAPSIZ FROM A"ZERGVIO AN
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Mail Bag
To the Editor:
I wonder if I may ask for
space in your publication in order
to express the gratitude of the
Eastern Maine Friends of Re-
tarded Children for the fine as-
sistance given us by mantbf the
University students durtig our re-
cent drive for funds. 3 .
• go,
The campaign was most suc-
cessful due to the effoffs• of the
fraternities, especially dukig the
allese-to-house collection. We
would like to express special
thanks to Donald Cookson, presi-
dent of the Inter-Fraternity
Council, and to Mr. William Don-
nell, his very able chairman for
this campaign.
It was an Inspiring thing to see
so many University men enfraged
in a concerted effort for sominemmai-
tib service. We are indeed great.
Very truly yours.
James A. McLean.
President,
Eastern Maine Friends of
Retarded Children, Inc.
Strictly Speaking A Christmas Story
'58 In Review
By Jack Linnell
Inasmuch as this will be the last
paper before 1959 puts in an ap-
pearance, it might be well to re-
view some of the more important
happenings of the past 365, just
for the sake of nostalgia if nothing
else.
Well, if 1958 is remembered for
nothing else, it will be recalled
as the year that the United States
Army managed to get Elvis Pres-
ley out of his pink Cadillac and
into an olive drab truck.
This was also the year that the
vicuna coat went out of style,
along with the Republican Party.
1958 saw the addition of the
"hula-hoop" to the cultural growth
of America, along with such out-
standing movies as "The Blob"
"Teenage Cavemen" and the like.
As long as I'm on the subject of
movies I might as well make the
"Strictly Speaking Movie Award".
This award will be given every
year to the movie that is deemed
outstanding in its educational
presentation of worthwhile ma-
terial.
This year the award goes to (the
sealed envelope please) "How to
Make A Monster"! Truly a picture
worth seeing (?)
Another "perfect" Hollywood
marriage came to an end in 1958
with the Taylor, Fisher, Reynolds
fiasco, but who really cares.
'58 saw the demise of the Mil-
waukee Braves in the World
Series, along with thousands of
bookies that said "it couldn't be
done."
Vice President Nixon discovered
that southern hospitality doesn't
extend below the Panama Canal.
Governor Orval Faubus made
great strides in leading his state
back into the Dark Ages.
Integrated schools and synago-
gues became the number one ter-
cet of the southern rabble-rousers,
thereby establishing a new low
in the racial disputes.
President Abdul Gamer Nasser
established himself as the per-
son most likely to succeed in the
1958 graduating class for hard-
headed communists.
Despite all of these world-
shaking developments, the earth
still rotates on its axis at the
normal rate of speed, the sun
still rises in the east and, as far
as I know, manages to set in the
west.
Although 1958 had its shaky
moments, we can all sleep easier
this vacation, safe in the know-
ledge that President Eisenhower,
the United States Marines and
Diane Hill are watching over us.
To the Editor:
As correspondent of the Maine
Masque Theatre's touring com-
pany, I would like to express the
Masque's appreciation and grati-
tude to the CAMPUS for its con-
tinued interest and publicity, es-
pecially with regard to the forth-
coming tour.
The Masque is also very grateful
to all University persons who have
helped to make the tour possible.
The Masque wishes to express a
special public thank you to Presi-
dent Elliott, Deans Wilson and
Stewart, the Deans of colleges and
their assistants, the members of
the European Tour Committee,
the professors and instructors, and
the Maine students.
4 professional entertainers and
stilamt good-will ambassadors, we
shall try to live up to the high
standards of the University of
Maine.
Sincerely,
Sylvia Curran
By Alice Lane
The clatter of dishes being
stacked followed him guiltily up
the stairs, and the television set
added an overtone of organ music
and slightly-flat boy's-choir voic-
es. The quarrelsome buzz of Tom-
my's new electric train irritated
him, and he plugged in the razor
quickly to drown out the family
with its own whine.
"Merry Christmas" he greeted
his mechanically grimacing image
in the mirror. "And thank you.
Thank you, Aunt Bess, for the
lovely tie. Thank you, Tommy,
for the ash tray. Thank you, Mom
and Dad, for . . ." He jammed
his hand into his pocket to feel
the brittle new money. His jaw
hardened as his tense fingers
closed over the wad and the paper
hit his palm. He wouldn't say
it again. Once was enough . . .
"I understand . . . of course I
can Ilse it . . . sport jacket . . .
books . . . yes, yes . . . thanks."
And his parents had smiled with
relief and turned back to Tommy
amid a pile of toys. He'd passed
the test — a man now — prac-
tical, unsentimental —
He relaxed again and turned his
face in the light to survey his
hasty shave — tire& he was tired
— not mature, just worn out.
From a sudden hush downstairs
his mother's voice ascended. "Hur-
ry Bill. We're leaving for church
in five minutes."
He ran damp fingers over his
hair and turned from the mirror
with a sudden unreasonable chill.
Three minutes later he presented
a composed, blank face to bis
waiting family.
Bill ducked his head with des-
perate reverence as his mother's
whisper pulled his attention from
the candle flames. Flickering dan-
gerously near the pine boughs
over the altar. Eyes closed,
he heard the familiar sounds of
church, — embarrassed thumpings
in the wooden pews, scurrying
feet in the choir room, and al-
ways the hushed murmur of gos-
sip that couldn't wait. He rose
obediently for the processional,
and it was only after the pom-
pously swaying choir had passed
on up the aisle that he realized
that he alone in the congregation
was singing, and that people were
turning to stare.
Thankful for the amen-signal,
he concentrated with strained at-
tention on the service. There was
more singing and prayers, and
finally the dignified, familiar
words of the Christmas Story. As
he followed them with soundlessly
moving lips, he sensed their in-
nate beauty. There was a reas-
surance in the very sounds, and
vague stirrings of boyhood mem-
ory brought back the misty
forms of kings and shepherds in
a starlit night. The pastor's sud-
denly businesslike tone recalled
him. "And now the offering will
be received to help build our new
parish house."
Bill's mother fumbled in her
pocketbook, then leaned in front
of him. "Henry. Henry, have
you got any change? All I have
is a five. I forgot that they de-
cided to ask an offering this
year."
Coins jingled as her husband
passed her a clinking handful.
"That's all I have, Emma. Hard-
ly enough for a paner. But put
it in an envelope and no one'll
hear the racket in the plate."
Bill sat rigidly erect, staring
at the deacon's bald head as he
shuffled from pew to pew, col-
lecting. He was annoyed at the
interruption, felt cheated, re-
buffed at the very threshhold to
understandinc*. The plate passed
along the row in front and Bill
watched it with a kind of hor-
ror. It was already heaped with
envelopes and folded bills. As it
came inevitably closer, Bill's ten-
sion increased — he couldn't
touch it. Now his mother was push-
ing it toward him. In his pock-
et, his fingers closed convulsively
on the Christmas money — the
thirty dollars "for something spe-
cial." He thrust it blindly to-
wards the plate, feeling it begin
to upset as his knuckles knocked
Its cold rim.
In panic as the dull metallic
crash broke -around him, Bill
pushed past* his father's knees,
along the narrow pew past more
knees and more and finally es-
caped, amid the growing murmur,
to the aisle . . . to the door . . .
to the night. Shaking, nearly cry-
ing in exhaustion, he stood under
the bitter .stars and ,e,nrsed his
own stupidity.
To the Editor:
The article written by Miss Hill
in last week's campus should
certainly become a classic in mod-
ern American social thought. Of
course we should be allowed to
have alcohol in the dorm s. Of
course we should have a bar on
campus. But the administration
cannot seem to realize the benefits
of such a system. Those in charge
of the university say that our
study habits would take a terrible
beating, that there are a large
number of students who would
greatly abuse the alcohol privi-
lege, and that the prestige of the
university would suffer. But all
of us know better than Wt.
The only flaw we can find in
Miss Hill'a article is that she
doesn't go nearly far enough. Why
can't women students be allowed
out as late as they like? Or for
that matter, stay out all night. Are
our young ladies considered to be
Immature or susceptible to temp-
tation? An absurd rule! Why
aren't we allowed unlimited cuts?
Do they, the administration, thtnk
that we are immature enough to
actually take cuts when they all
realize that the reason that we are
here is to learn? Why must we
take prelims and finals? Surely
the administration knows that
the college student is mature
enough to establish regular study
habits, regardless of pressure.
Yes, we are being treated as Im-
mature individuals even though
several students realize that we
possess as much sagacity and
maturity as do our instructors
Miss Hill, it is certainly a pity
that the administration isn't as
enlightened as you. You don't seem
to realize, however, that the rest
of us aren't nearly al: butture
you are.
Sincerely,
Jeffrey Podell
Thomas Gardner
To the Editor:
I recently came through Orono
and stopped at the Bear's Den for
lunch. A curious condition caught
my attention. The floor under
every table was littered with cig-
arette butts, while .the to p of
every table boasted' an ashtray,
many of which were clean and
empty. Are Maine students too
neat to use a clean ashtray?
Joanne H. Hunter
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STATION WORO had its remote unit at the Bates game Sat-
urday night fcr its first on-the-spot-coverage. (Pearson Photo)
Debate Tourney
Began This Week
The University's intermural
Novice debate tournament began
this week and will continue
through January. Eight teams
are participating, and medals will
be awarded to the first and sec-
ond place teams.
The following students will be
debating: Margaret Green, Leslie
Davis, John Co3t, Ronald Hoar,
Nancy Noury, Donald I3illitt, Mark
Shibles, Betty Denihan, John
Pierce, Robert Wood. Joyce Hig-
gins, Harold Dickinson, George
-
NEW FURNITURE
at
Down to Earth Price,:
at the
Little Store
with the
Big Values
Economy
Furniture Outlet
R.1 Station - Old Town
OLD TOWN
BODY SHOP
Body & Fender Repairing
Painting and Welding
Gas, Oil &
Auto Accessories
Snow Tires
Old Town, Nally.
Tel. 7-2400
/COOL ANSWER
PLEDGE GRAFTS
AERIAL REVERE
I
LOGGIA O'NEMAN
ENOS SLAT AGA
-'-"STAN FLIT
PIECE~-,•AIR
C'A R U S
- L MENTHOL
LIFT AREA
SRS HIEIR SLIP
TEABAG ELATES
AMBUSH SERENE
BOUGHT HEARTS
Switch -From Hots
-to Snow Fresh WIDL
Wayne Stoddard, M. Stanley
Snowman, Dawn Daly and An-
drew Harvey.
Four of these novice debaters
will also attend the Novice Debate
Tournament at St. Anselm's in
Manchester, New Hampshire.
Those participating for the af-
firmative will be Dawn Daly and
Andrew Harvey; for the negative,
George Wayne Stoddard and M.
Stanley Snowman.
Cheekc for letcranc will he
at 206 Library at 10 a.m. in
Tuesday, December 16, accord-
ing to Betty Reid.
Junior Year
in
New York
An unusual one-year
college program
Write for
brochure to:
•
Dean F. II. McCloskey
Washington Square
College
New York University
New York 3, N.Y.
WM 
YORK 
UtriVESSIIV
Junior Vest'
New Vork
EUROPE TOURS
ESCORTED AND
IN
individual Arrangements
to suit your Budget
RESERVATIONS and TICKETS
for AIR and STEAMSHIP
TRAVEL ANYWHERE
ALDEN F. HEAD
TRAVEL BUREAU
61 Main St.. Bangor, Tel. 2-5050
ALA
KIMBALL & MA RCHO
TEXACO STATION
53 Main Strf-er.
ORONO, ME.
24 Hr. Wrecking Service
Tel. 6-3618
AAA
KaDL KROSSWORD
ACROSS
1. Fraternity deal
7. Patches skin
13. Pass at
the stailium
14. Noted
equestrian
15. Fancy porch
16. Kind of band
17. This is
a Slaughter
18. Chairnianleas
board
20. Kind of Khan
21. IFIaaeball's man
22. Opposite of
to go steady
V. Locale of
13 Across
24. Magazine
article
25. The original
!pace cadet
27. What makes
Kools cool
31. Heel, to
some gals
32. A. Constellation
33. Small Seniors
36. Yesterday
in Paris
37. Undergarment
that mot be
a mistake
38. It's properly
dunkable
40. Pleases
mightily
42. Sniper's spot
43. Calm
44. It's time you
_ a pacic
•if Kuols
43. Romantic suit
DOWN
1. Kind of face
2. De fellow who
was looking for
a fountain
3. Therefore
4. Understands,
in spades
5. Toujours
6. This is strong
in the stretch
7. Fumble
8. The due-
corning-est
thing of all
9. Hail!
10. Key word for
sailors' liberty
11. It would be
if you didn't
get 10 Down
12. Now there axe 9fi
the U. S.-
19. Where U. of
Wyoming is
21. Canvas
22. Angered hand
24. When in
doubt,
26. Koola
as no other
cigarettes do
28. Ilcrsey
equivalent of
a leash
29. The East, but
far front
Ivy League
30. Bonehead plays
31._ up a Kool;
it's Snow
Fresh!
33. Its random
in the dark
34. San _
35. Elephant boy
36. Kind of house
37. Lady's name
39. Any little
sports car
41. Washington
No. 12
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 0 10 11 12
13 14 RRIUU
15 16
1 UU 7
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35
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What a wonderful difference when you
switch to Snow Fresh KOOL! At once
your mouth feels clean and cool ...
your throat feels smoothed, refreshed!
Enjoy the most refreshing experience
in smoking. Smoke KOOL ... with
mild, m;ld menthol ...for a cleaner,
fresher taste all through the day!
Answer on Pg. 00
KOOL GIVES YOU A CHOICE-REGULAR...
OR... KING-SIZE WITH FILTER!
• 1935, Brown • W Illisanaoo Tobacco GorP•
Switch -Prom 1.IOt)
-fo Prow Fivggh
L
MU) MONTSOL
relted-
SERVICEPS OUR BUSINESS
The Canoe City Laundromat
Opposite Woolen Mill - Old Mein, Maine
 MINIM
S Pi, Loads -- washed, dried an.: eas4 folded 75c
-.41111111111E-3
2 HOUR SERVICE FJPON RE44A3T
SHIRTS -- 25c EACH
Ageni4 for Wong's Laundry
iNt,;e richt
Tree Trimmers — Debby Lufkin and Myra Crain
put the finishing touches to their dormitory tree.
Only 11 more shopping days left — Harold Borns Jr.
_inspects the merchandise at the bookstore.
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What's Santa gonna bring us i — Sus Sheryl (twins), and Alan Raul-
sion. South Apartments, are ready to hang their stockings.
Christmas Covers The Campus
Feature Editor, Mary Irving Feature Photographer, Wally Cole
Yes, there's definitely something in the air — colored lights, mistletoe, and Santa
Clauses are appearing all over campus. The radio stations are playing Christmas car-
ols instead of rock and roll, 'and the students are anxiously awaiting Christmas vaca-
tion.
Displays of the holiday spiri:
can be seen around campus is.
the library, the Union, and ill
dorms and houses. The bookstore
is filled with gift suggestion:-.
Christmas cards, and yuletide
decorations. Sometime during Ilse
next week some of the fraterni-
ties will make the rounds to
serenade the girls' dormitories with
Christmas carols.
The annual Christmas Vespei..
will be presented Sunday at 4:titi
p.m. in the Memorial Gymnasiufi
The concert will feature a 16o
voice choir and the Universit,
Orchestra, plus several selection -
by soloists, the Brass Quartet, and
the University Singers.
Christmas time is also party -
time. with dormitories and fret- i -
Silent night, illp1) 100'1 the chorus rehearses for Vespers.
holding parties for them-
and for orphans. And don't
the annual Christmas Party
by the Memorial Union.
This will be held Tuesday night
in the Main Lounge with dancing,
refreshments, entertainment, and
Santa Claus himself.
Artists at work — Judy Guilford and Anne Adams
make their own Christmas cards in art class.
Official University of Maine
CLASS RINGS
ORDERS TAKEN THURSDAY AFTERNOON
3 p.m. to p.m.
at Memorial Union Lounge
IMO* Deposit Required
3 Weeks Delivery Guaranteed
Official Agent., Willis Farlwengler
Sigma Phi ifibmilion
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Herschel Bricker Is
Awarded Citation
Professor Herschel L. Bricker has
been awarded a citation from the
New England Theatre Conference for
his contributions to an international
theatre program.
Bricker, director of the Maine
Masque Theatre, has been chairman
of the International Theatre Celebra-
tion for the past six years. The pro-
gram, which is sponsored by the U. S.
National Commission for UNESCO
of the Department of State, the Amer-
ican Educational Theatre Associa-
tion, and the American Theatre Arts
Council, is placing emphasis on the
plays of Latin America.
The certificate of citation which
Bricker received read: "To Herschel
Bricker for his broad-visioned leader-
ship in guiding the development of the
International Theatre Celebration
Program."
In the interests of the program,
Bricker is planning to attend meetings
of the National Theatre Conference
in New York City later this month.
Book Store Donates Funds
The directors of the University
Book Store Company gave $13,882.83
through the Hauck fund student drive
to be used for the completion of the
game room and the instalation of
bowling alleys in Memorial Union.
Each year, the Book Store disposes
of all its profits beyond ordinary
operating expenses because the Uni-
versity Store is tax exempt. Most
profits are channeled into activities to
benefit the student body.
Each year the Book Store sets aside
additional profits so that once a fund
of $30,000 is reached the store will
be able to expand its facilities in order
to keep up with the increase in busi-
ness volume.
A gift of 700 dollars was given
this year to replace and repair the
band uniforms.
The University book store has
contributed approximately $32,091.
toward the completion of the game
room and instalation of the bowling
alleys since 1956.
YOUR GIRL WOULD APPRECIATE FLOWERS
Fall Houseparty Formal
For Satisfactory Service
call the
Bangor Nursery Flower Shop
1000 State St. Tel. Bangor 6144 Bangor, Me.
Full-ti me, off-the-j ob
GRADUATE ENGINEERING TRAINING
helps speed careers at Western Electric
RIGHT NOW, Western Electricengineers are back "on cam-
pus- in a unique new Graduate
Engineering Training Program.
They're attending courses at spe-
cial study centers established by
the company in Chicago, New
York and Winston-Salem. N. C.
It's a rare chance to study advanced
engineering and get full pay at the
same time.
These "students" are guided by
a teaching staff of top Western
Electric engineers, outside experts
and professors from leading
universities. They're learning the
latest technical developments ...
boning up on everything from
manufacturing processes to com-
puter applications.
When the program reaches its
peak, some 2,000 to 3.000 West-
ern Electric engineers will attend
each year... studying in an atmos-
phere as close to a university grad-
uate school as is practical for
industry.
This engineering "university"
was born because of the ever-
increasing complexity of Western
Electric's job as the manufactur-
ing and supply unit of the Bell
Telephone System. Today W. E.
engineers are right in the middle
of exciting fields like microwave
radio relay, electronic switching
and automation. Graduate engi-
neering training is designed to spur
their development and advance-
ment throughout their careers.
Besides taking part in the Grad-
uate Engineering Training Pro-
gram. engineers are eligible for
our Tuition Refund Plan for after
hours study at nearby colleges.
In short, there's a unique op-
portunity at Western Electric to
develop a professional career.
and work in the exciting world of
communications.
For further information write:
Engineering Personnel
Room 1111E
195 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y.
STUDY CENTER. New York's Coliseum Tower houses one of thrz•e study centers set
aside for W.E.'s Graduate Engineering Training Program Other centers are in Chicago
and Winston-Salem, N. C. The engineers above are talking over product design prin•
ciples, one of many subjects covered in Introduction to Western Electric Engineering,
HOW GRAIWATE ENGINEERING TRAINING
WOULD WORK
The program gets under way after
approximately six months on-the-
job experience. First off:
1. A nine-week introduction to
Western Electric Engineering
helps you learn about your W.E.
engineering field, sharpens your
skills in getting ideas across. Tech-
nical subjects include communica-
tions systems, product design prin-
ciples, military electronic systems.
2. Another nine-week program,
General Development, starts after
your first year with us. helps
broaden and strengthen your
engineering background. Besides
technical subjects like engineering
EOR 101
statistics, measurements and in-
strumentation. and electronics, you
receive grounding in human rela-
tions and the socio-economic im-
portance of engineering.
3. To meet continuing needs for
formalized technical training. Ad-
vanced Development offers four-
week courses tailored to the
individual needs of the engineers
selected to attend. These courses
are designed to help develop cre-
ative engineering abilities.Compu-
ter applications, switching theory,
feedback control systems. and
semi-conductor devices and cir-
cuits are sample topics covered in
this phase.
•
egtorti Electric
MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BILL SYSTEM
Manufacturing locations at Chicago and Decatur, Ill.; Kearny, N. 1.; Baltimore, Md.; Indianapolis, Ind.; Allentown and Laureldale. Pa.s
Burlington, Greensboro and Winston-Salem, N. C.; Buffalo, N. Y.; North Andover, Mass.; Lincoln and Omaha, Neb.; St. Paul and Duluth. Minn.;
Kansas City, Kan.: Columbus, Ohio and Oklahoma City, Okla. Distribution Centers in 32 cities. Installation headquarters in 16 cities.
General headquarters: 195 Broadway, New York, N. Y. Also Teletype Corporation. Chicago 14, III. and Little Rock, Ark.
Clarkson Fund Is Established
Robert N. Haskell, of Bangor, re-
cently gave the University $1500 to
establish the James W. Clarkson
Fund.
"Jim" Clarkson, born in Cross
Creek, New Brunswick, lived for
more than 50 years in the Allagash
area at the headwaters of the St. John
and Penobscot watersheds of northern
Maine. He was known and respec-
ted by woodsmen and sportsmen.
As yet it has not been decided for
what purpose the fund will be used.
ADVERTISEMENT ADVERTISEMENT
On withMu %anal]
(By the Author of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys! "and,
"Barefoot Boy with Cheek.")
ADVENTURES IN SOCIAL SCIENCE: NO. 1
"The proper study of mankind is man," said Geoffrey Chaucer
in his immortal Casey At the But, and I couldn't agree more. In
these tangled times it is particularly proper to study man—how
he lives and works. Accordingly, this column, normally devoted
to slapdash waggery, will from time to time turn a serious eye
on the social sciences.
In making these occasional departures. I have the hearty ap-
proval of the makers of Philip Morris Cigarettes, whose interest
is not only in providing young Americans with fine cigarettes,
matchlessly blended of vintage tobaccos, grown with loving
care and harvested with tender mercy. then cured with com-
passionate patience and rolled into firm tasty cylinders and
brought to you in long size or regular, in soft pack or flip-top
box, at prices which wreak no havoc on the most stringent of
budgets, but who are equally concerned with broadening the
minds and extending the intellectual vistas of every college
man and woman!
I, for one, am not unmoved by this great-heartedness, and
though I know it is considered chic these days to disparage one's
t•t,iplt)ycrs, I shall not. Indeed, I shall cry "Iluzzah!'' for the
inak4 r sI Philip Morris. I shall cry -Huzzah!- and "Viva!-
"i )1(.!.• and "Ochichoonya!•'
But I digress. For our first lesson in social science, let us
I' r; to ec4 snomics, often called the queen of the social science,s.
(.-4,eiology is the king of the social sciences. Advertising is the
Fronoinics breaks down into two broad general classifica-
t;,,rs : I coins; 2.) folding money. But before taking up tiles:-
tcelinical aspects, let us survey briefly the history of economics.
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Iklicd h;s findilizs in 17-6. but every! ..dy uiggled vs
hard that Smith. blushing hotly. gave up the Ivhole thing and
went into the cough drop business with his I ru itlu r.
For II lug, years after that economics lay neglected while the
wiaqd busied itself with other things, like the birth of Victor
Ilm:o the last days of Pompeii, and the Bunny Hug.
Then one day while flying a kite during a thunderstorm, the
American. Henry George (also called Thorstein Veblen), dis-
covered the low of diminishing returns, and then, boy, the fat
was in the fire! Before you could say "knife" the Industrial
Revolution was on! Mechanization and steam power resulted
in prodigies of production. For example, before the Industrial
Revolution, a Welsh artisan, named Dylan Sigafoos, used to
make horse-shoes by hand at the rate of four a day. After the
Industrial Revolution, with the aid of a steam engine, Sigafoos
was able to make entire horses!
And so it went —factories rising from the plains, cities bur-
geoning around the factories, transport and commerce keeping
pace -until today, thanks to economics, we have smog, reces-
sions, and economics textbooks at $7.50 per copy.
10513 Mai Shulman
• •
The makers of Philip Morris are no economists, but they do
understand supply and demand. Some people demand filter
cigarettes, so they supply the finest—Marlboro, of course!
Great flavor, improved filter—a lot to like!
Page Tea
Phi Kap Elects Robert Chase
Phi Kappa Sigma elected officers
for the remainder of the school year
this week. The officers are: president,
Robert Chase; first vice president.
John Day; second vice president,
Stanley Chenoweth; pledge trainer,
Richard Dudley; treasurer, Gary Au-
clair; secretary, Eric Krapovicky; cor-
responding secretary. Roger Remick;
social chairman. Peter Berry; ser-
geants of arms. Barry Walden and
Alvin Ahlers.
January 8 is the date!
Representatives of N -w
England's 'argest electric
system will be on campus
for interviews on this date.
New England Electric Sys-
tem has fob opportunities,
particularly in the tech-
nical field, as well as at-
tractive pouibilifies for
non-tochnical graduates.
Remember the date. In the meantime, why not check with
your placement director for more specific information?
•
NEW ENGLAND ELECTRIC SYSTEM
441 Stuart Street — Boston Mass.
THE MAINE CAMPUS
Establish Scholarship Fund
A bequest of $33,999.37 by the late
Elizabeth H. Reed of Benton to estab-
lish a scholarship fund in memory of
her husband has just been received
by the University of Maine Founda-
tion, President Raymond H. Fogler,
president of the foundation, an-
nounced today.
Under the terms of the will, the
income is to be used for a scholar-
ship or scholarships to be awarded
annually to some worthy student or
students in the engineering college of
the University of Maine. The schol-
arships are to be known as the "John
Reed '89 Scholarships."
Reed, who died in January, 1951,
was graduated from the University in
1889, having been a major student
in civil engineering. His professional
career caused him to travel through-
out the United States and into foreign
countries. He had been active in
alumni affairs, inosfar as his profes-
sion would permit him to be such.
Mrs. Reed bequeathed one third of
the residue of her estate to the Foun-
dation, a corporation which receives
and manages gifts, bequests and trust
funds for the benefit of the University
of Maine.
The first awards of the John Reed
'89 Scholarships will be made for
the college year 1959-60.
National Scholarships
Not Available As Yet
Robert C. Worrick has stated em-
phatically that the National Defense
Education Act of 1958 is not present-
ly in effect at the University of Maine.
This program which with liberal
terms provides money loans of up to
$1,000 to students with good academic
standing will not be available until at
least February, 1959.
The act will provide loans for stu-
dents at the University of Maine and
students at U.M.P. alike and will be
administered in the same way as the
present scholarship program.
WANTED
Dental Hygienist
for
City of Bangor
apply: Health Dept.
or call Bangor 2-4897
Orono, Maine, December 11, 1958 Orono, MI
Union Features
Photographs
Photographs of Portugal by Otto
John Gaul are now on display in the
Memorial Union.
A member of notable associations
of American photographic art, he was
honored with one of the highest dis-
tinctions bestowed on a photographer,
a degree of the Royal Society of
Photography of Great Britain. Mr.
Gaul, exhibitor, teacher, organizer,
writer, lecturer, and critic in the area
of photography, is now enjoying the
freedom to devote his energts ex-
clusively to the interests of art and
travel.
In this exhibition Gaul reveals his
interest in human life. Photographing
the people of Portugal, he seeks the
common man and the common life;
the river front and the people of
Nazare, their customs, the activity of
fishing, and the sea become absorbing
motifs. In speaking of this interest,
Gaul says, "I like the people who are
simple, natural, ami -"roper..."
Born in St. Louis, Missouri, he
lived in the Eastern part of the United
States for a great many years during
which he was a department store
manager; it was not until his retire-
ment from business activity that he
began his nomadic life as a traveling
photographer, and allowed his artistic
interest in the character and lives of
people in their natural habitat to ex-
press itself in photography as a vo-
cation.
Gaul was one of fifteen photogra-
phers from the United States invited
to display in the Internation Salon
of the World. represented by eighteen
I countries.
THEY SAID IT COULDN'T BE DONE - BUT TODAY b LgtM GIVES YOU-
Four field goals in one game
by a man who'd never kicked
one before! Bobby Conrad
himself said, "I never kicked
a field goal in high school or
college. In fact, I never even
tried." But the amazing Texas
A&M back broke two All Star
records by booting four three-
pointers, including one for 44
yards, as the 1958 college
stars upset the Detroit Lions,
35 to 19. Conrad is now a
Chicago Cardinal.
•1 V613 1.100617 & )4 FRS T0BM 0 Co.
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DON'T SETTLE FOR ONE WITHOUT THE OTHER!
Change to Oil and get 'em both. Such an improved filter and more taste! Better
taste than in any other cigarette. Yes, today's LM combines these two essentials
of modern smoking enjoyment—less tars and more taste—in one great cigarette.
7" 8 14.1,1O *cut t
Pack
or
Box
CIL-Tr,8
t • • 
,oS TOMICCO CO
light into that Live Modern flavor!
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LARRY SCHINER, sophomore star on Maine's varsity basketball
squad, goes high in attempt for two-pointer as Bates' Gerry Feld
(25) looks on. Maine tripped Bates 71-61 in front of a capacity
crowd in the Bears' 1958 hoop debut. (Photo hy Banning)
Bears Host Vermont Twice
By Ron Drogin
Activity will be the business at hand for Maine's varsity basket-
ball squad during the next four weeks. Starting with this weekend's
double-header with Vermont, the Black Bears will then visit Bow-
doin, compete in a 3-game tournament, and host mighty Connecticut.
Maine's Yankee Conference cam-
paign will be inaugurated by Vermont
in a two-game series tomorrow (8:15
p.m.) and Saturday (3:00 p.m.).
Rated by most experts as the second
best team in the conference, Vermont
has its complete team of last season
back. Leading the Cats' attack will
he guards Clyde Lord and Charlie
Isles. Lord, an all-conference choice
in 1958, averaged 19 points a game
last year in leading his club to a re-
spectable 15-10 mark. Isles, also a
senior, returns to action after a year's
abscence. In his sophomore year,
Isles averaged 15 points per game.
Last year, Vermont topped Maine
twice at Burlington. In one of those
games. Bob Kuchar the 5-8 play-
maker of the Cats scored 22 points in
leading his mates to a 72-69 win.
Vermont holds a 7-3 edge over Maine
in their overall meetings.
Play Bowdoin Tuesday
On Tuesday. Maine will complete
its first cycle of State Series games by
meeting Bowdoin at Brunswick. The
Bears have already met Bates and
Colby.
Bowdoin. having dropped its first
three games, will be shooting the
works for the victory. Coach Bob
Donham will have ready his two
mighty mite guards. Al Simonds and
Dick Willey. plus former Cape Eliza-
beth star Pete Scott.
MARILYN LAUNDROMAT
71 Mill St., Orono
We wash anything
washable
Shirt Service
from Hillside
Downeast Classic Soon
What may be the highlight of the
hoop season, the Downeast Classic
Tournament, will then be on tap for
the Bears on Dec. 31 through Jan. 3.
This tournament, which will be played
at the New Bangor Auditorium will
be a double-elimination affair with
Maine, Bates, Colby, Bowdoin, Wes-
leyan. Tufts, Rutgers, and St. Mi-
chael's competing.
Maine will open the tourney by
facing the seeded-first team. St. Mi-
chael's of Vermont.
On January 6, Maine will host the
Yankee Conference's perennial cham-
pionship team, the Connecticut Hus-
kies. UConn, coached by Hugh
Greer. is once again equipped with
tremendous depth, height, and skilled
players. The Huskies are led by
guard Jack Rose. a junior guard who
averaged 13 points a game last year
in aiding, the UConns to a 17-10 rec-
ord.
Before a racked house. Maine
opened its 1958 campaign by belting
Bates. 71-61. The Bears, outrebound-
ed and held to a 32-32 tie in the first
half, came back with a 39 point bar-
rage in the final 20 minutes to sew up
the victory.
DICK'S FLYING -A-
61 Main St., Orono, Me.
FRIENDLY & COURTEOUS
SERVICE
Mechanic on Duty
front
7to 11
Except Sunday
Open 7 Days a Week
THE MAINE CAMPUS
Frosh Win Two;
Await Brewer
By Howie Kipnes
After winning their first two games
in comparatively easy fashion. the
Maine Frosh are busy preparing for
their next brace of games facing two
local high school powers. Brewer and
John Bapst. Brewer will be the op-
position this Saturday with the tap-
off scheduled for 1:00 p.m., while
John Bapst will invade the Orono
campus on Tuesday. December 16.
at 6:15.
Brewer. coached by former Maine
star Larry Mahaney, is once again
a powerhouse in Eastern Maine class
"L" competition. The Witches, final-
ists against Caribou in the Eastern
Maine Tournament last year. have
some fine holdover players who are
expected to provide the Frosh a tough
afternoon. Heading the returnees are
6-5 center "Pud" Robertson, one of
the top players in the state and an
All-Stater in football. 6-3 forward
Danny Coombs, a junior who saw
a lot of action as a sophomore, and
another football great, guard Bump
Hadley. Last year Brewer gave the
Frosh a tough time before succumb-
ing 86-66.
The John Bapst Crusaders are
touted as the team to beat in
Eastern Maine class "L" circles
this year. Tom Mahaney (no re-
lation to Larry) is in his first year
as head coach and has an all vet-
eran team from last year's tour-
ney entrants. Heading the list
are Bob McAllister, a slick guard,
Bob Jordan, a fine forward and
6-7 center Bob DeGrasse who is
expected to conic into his own
this year.
If there was any scepticism about
this edition of the Freshman team it
must be discounted after the two fine
performances turned in by the Baby
Bears.
Hold Track Meet
By Jay Nutter
The annual Intramural track com-
petition will be held this Saturday,
December 13th. with the field events
at 12:30 p.m. and the running events
at 7:00 p.m. There will be separate
dormitory and fraternity divisions.
Events listed are the 50 yd. dash,
600 yd. run, 1000 yd. run. 300 yd.
run, high jump, broad jump, 12 lb.
shot put, 65 yd. low hurdles, and a
one lap relay with each man running
a lap.
7
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Beait
By
Ron Drogin
Sports Editor
Tomorrow night, at 2015 hours, five young men
wearing the uniform of the University of Maine will do
battle with an equal amount of men wearing the green and
yellow of the University of Vermont. At this same time.
Fidel Castro and his boys may be plotting attack in Cuba.
the guns over Galilee may he roaring, and verbal blasts
may he echoing between Moscow and Washington. But.
to those inside the Memorial Gym tomorrow night, only
one thing will be important—the impending clash be-
tween Vermont's highly rated Catamounts and Maine's
spirited Bears.
This battle, plus a second engagement between the two squads
scheduled for Saturday afternoon, may prove once and for all the
strength of Maine's present troops. In Vermont, Maine will be op-
posing an outfit loaded with many talented and experienced men.
Brian McCall, who directs Maine's attack, says that the Catamounts
will be the second best squad that his boys will meet this year, with
only Connecticut being possibly better.
Downeast Classic
On December 31. Maine will start play in Bangor's Downeast
Classic Basketball Tournament. This will be the first time that such
a tournament has been held in this area. By playing St. Michael's
in its first of three games. Coach McCall feels that his team will
have all to gain and nothing to lose by playing the best team in the
eight member field.
Choices of the Week:
The Little Man in the Black Beret, who picked 74 correct out
of 106 predictions for a .698 clip, has made a detailed (ahemm )
study of this year's bowl games and here are his choices. Iowa to
chill California by 20 in the Rose Bowl. LSU to smash Clemson
by 30 in the Sugar. Mississippi to blast Florida by 16, TCU to
temporarily halt the rise of the Air Force by chilling the Falcons
by a touchdown, and Syracuse to pull a major upset by beating
Oklahoma.
In basketball, the Little Man in the Black Beret with an assist
from the Chelsea Flash reasons that Maine could pull a big surprise
and top Vermont twice, but a split would be more likely. Maine
should wallop Bowdoin on Tuesday. and should place in the top
four of the Downeast Tourney.
Blots, Jots, anti Plots
Saturday's Intramural track meet should provide several inter-
esting events. Meet to be run in separate fraternity and non-frater-
nity divisions for first time. Field events slated for early afternoon.
with running events scheduled for 7-8:30 p.m. Maine track fans
will finally get chance to see much heralded Dave Rolfe and Harold
Hatch competing; however, both will be in separate divisions and
will not be running against one-another. Phi Eta's domination
expected to continue.
Boxing Instruction now held daily from 3-5 p.m. in
Memorial Gym. Anyone interested is asked to sign up in
Phys. Ed. office. Instruction will terminate in annual
Intramural Boxing Meet.
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Big car bills cramping your social life?
. •. . . • ... .
Go
RAMBLER I
For '59—and Savell
4 4
Now for '59, Rambler gives you even more miles New100 inch wheelbase RAMBLER AMERICAN nw
per gallon, saves even more on first cost, too—up •
to $214 on comparable 4-door models. Easiest to .. ism $18354'1  
turn and park ... first with Personalized Comfort: . "Si micros, d•uslowl once at Kenosha
individual sectional sofa front seats. Go Rambler! L''.. 
Wtsconsin lot 1 Aser Wan at let Slate
and tall tares 0 OM antentaln trans
nnsston en 1 Won& 110.Pnwt. @sits
 I
SEE YOUR NEARBY RAMBLER DEALER
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Freshmen And Transfers
Join Maine Sororities
(Continued from Past One)
chaud, Judith Morgan, Carol Oblis-
key, Judith Pratt, Anne Story, Enid
Wardwell, Carole Warren. Barbara
Williams, and Mrs. Janice Brigham.
Phi Mu: Nancy Bishop, Virginia
Burke. Stephanie Coughlin, Celine
Dumont. Constance Jack, Joy Mc-
More, Joan Pushard. Mary Sawyer,
Roberta Simpson, Janice Stone. Joyce
Tyler, Ann Weintraub, Paula Wood-
ward.
Pi Beta Phi: Jane Bates, Virginia
Cushman, Judith Dorman, Elizabeth
England. Brenda Freeman, Sarah
Sleight and Judith Wilkinson.
Kennett. Ruth Kimball, Mary Labbe.
Alice Nickell. Rosemary Rich. Ann
"Where Good Friends
Meet to Eat"
Shorette's
Restaurant
Tel. 7-4481
36 So. Main St.
OLD TOWN. ME.
BANGOR
OPERA HOUSE
"A GOOD SPOT TO RELAX"
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
AT 8:30 P.M.
on our stage
"THE SEARCH FOR
TALENT SHOW"
on our screen
2 BIG FEATURES
SUN., MON., TUES.
ALAN LADD
ERNEST BORGNINE
in
"THE BADLANDERS"
in Cinemascope & Technicolor
 4M11111111111
BI J 0
HOUSE OF HITS U
NOW PLAYING
TERRIFIC COMBINATION
"HOW TO MAKE
A MONSTER**
in Flaming Color
Plus co-hit
"TEENAGE CAVEMAN"
Prehistoric Lovers
St NDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY
SALUTE TO THE MARINES
"TARAWA BEACHHEAD-
KERWIN MATHEWS
JULIE ADAMS
Plus Second Big Feature
"THE HOT ANGEL"
JACKIE LOUGHERY
Thinklish:
'Fever' Audience Satisfied
(Continued from Page One)
his care, add happy moments to the
show as they swing into dance num-
bers cleverly choreographed by Cal
Thomas.
Cal also does a solo dance in his
portrayal of a light-footed and headed
sailor. The musical accompaniment to
this dance lacks definite rhythm need-
ed to put a spark into the number.
Alan Chapman, as the rugged,
miffed sea captain, John Landry,
turns in his best Masque per-
fornsance to date. His bit, though
brief, is excellent.
John Akeley, accompanist, exhibits
genuine talent as he fingers the key-
board.
The play will be presented again
tonight. Friday and Saturday nights
at 8:15 o'clock. A matinee will be
offered at 2:30 o'clock Saturday after-
noon.
The campus became the University
of Maine officially in 1897.
Hillson Achievement Award
FOR THE WEEK OF DEC. 8
To
Dick "Moose" Haupt
in recognition of his avid support of campus-wide educational,
athletic, and social activities at the Univ. of Maine
$2,00 personal cleaning service—Free
18 Mill St.
Hillson Cleaners
Orono 6-3647
Union Party Features Varied Program
(Continued from Page One)
and dancing will be held throutout
the evening.
Decorations for the Christmas sea-
son at the Union have been completed
under the supervision of Dana Sylves-
ter, chairman of the Publicity Com-
mittee. Assisting were Ronald Mer-
rill, Patricia Smith, John Dudley,
Peter Tewhey, Sally Ness, Richard
Arnold and all other committee mem-
bers.
WE DO —
1. Complete Body Repairing and Painting.
2. Arc and Acetylene Welding of All Kinds.
3. Broken Glass Replaced.
4. Complete Calso Service—Tires, Batteries, Etc.
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
TAYLOR'S AUTO BODY SHOP
and
CALSO STATION
260 N. Main Street Tel. 7-3739 Old Town, Maine
i KL1
English: CLOWN WHO BLOWS FUNNY SMOKE RINGS
Thinklish translation: In three-ring circles, this fellow's known as "Mr.
Funnyman" (largely because his name is Horace P. Funnyman). When he
does his smoke-ring act, the tent's in stitches. Naturally, this world-famous
puffoon chooses Lucky Strike. "I like the honest taste," he says. A canvass
(or tent poll) of the Big Top shows that this is no freak sentiment.
English: WITLESS FOOTBALL PLAYER
SINGERS
English: 
COLLEGE. FOR 
ihinklish: 60:001
,E.0t4R°"•usc.
CROONIVERSITYERNEST EBISCH. AMERICAN 
INTERNATIONAL UNC$E11OV4
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Thinklish: 
CROSSTRALIAN
RAOUL 
WEINSTEIN. U. OF 
RICHMOND
English: NOISY INSECT
Thinklish: CLATTERPILLAR
WILLIAM ERNST. VALPARAISO
English: GIANT RODENT
Get the genuine article
Thinklish: ENORMOUSE
JIM 
5TRO1HER. MICHIGAN 
STAIE
SPEAK THINKLISH! MAKE $25
Just put two words together to form a new
one. Thinklish is so easy you'll think of dozens
of new words in seconds! We'll pay $25 each
for the hundreds of Thinklish words judged
best —and we'll feature many in our college
ads. Send your Thinklish words (with English
translations) to Lucky Strike, Box 67A, Mt.
Vernon, N. Y. Enclose your name, address,
college or university and clam.
Get the honest taste
of a LUCKY STRIKE
Product of c.4(' dnisitiecun creneacco-eme4247—"geaceo- is our middle name"
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